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NRGWH_WHLDP

Enthalpy Wheel
Supply Side Performance
Summer - 86.0/66.0°F  tdb/twb to 78.4/63.4°F tdb/twb, 25,720 Btu/hr
Winter - 21.0/19.0°F  tdb/twb  to 53.7/41.0°F   tdb/twb, 120,932 Btu/hr
Exhaust Side Performance
Summer - 75.0/62.0°F  tdb/twb;  Total/Sensible Effectiveness = .67/.68
Winter - 70.0/50.0 °F  tdb/twb;  Total/Sensible Effectiveness = .67/.68

LIQ

SUC

Gas

Air

MERV 13 Filter
Clean/dirty pressure drops
Pre-filter - 0.49/?.?? in.w.c.
Final filter - .55/?.?? in.w.c.

Direct Expansion Cooling
Two stage, Variable speed lead compressor
Refrigerant Side
Refrigerant - 410A
Air Side
Entering Air - 80.0/67.0°F tdb/twb
Leaving Air - 57.1/57.0°F tdb/twb
Tons - Total/Sensible - 7.9/6.2
Pressure drop - 0.15 in.w.c.

NRGWH_SFLDP

EAD_OP/CL_CMD
MERV 8 Filter
Clean/dirty pressure
drops - .55/?.?? in.w.c.

Exhaust Fan
SWSI Airfoil Plenum Fan, Direct Drive
Flow Rate Per Fan/Total - 3,000 cfm
Total static pressure - 1.30 in.w.c.
Internal static pressure - 0.80 in.w.c.
External static pressure - 0.50 in.w.c.
Static efficiency - 59%
Fan speed - 1,782 rpm
Bhp - 1.05
Hp - 4.0 ECM

Indirect Gas Fired Heat
10:1 Turn Down
7 - 14 in.w.c. gas pressure
Air Side
Entering Air - 23.3°F
Leaving Air - 72.5°F
Mbh - 160
Pressure drop - 0..02 in.w.c.

NRGWH_LEAT

Dedicated Outdoor Air System DOAS-1
(Point name prefix = SPUSOC_BAR_DOAS1)

(includes moisture eliminator
and filter pressure drop)

Cur

EF_S/S_CMD		
EF_PRF		
EF_SPD_CMD		
EF_SPD_FBK		
EF_CUR		
EF_KW		
EF_KWH		

Cur

NRGWH_MST/STP		
NRGWH_PRF		
NRGWH_MSPD		
NRGWH_MSFBK
NRGWH_CUR		
NRGWH_KW		
NRGWH_KWH		

NRGWH_EEAT

Normally closed outdoor air
damper and normally open return
air damper served by a common
actuator.   The dampers are two
position and go to full outdoor air,
no return air when the unit runs.

NRGWH_LSAT

OA\RA_CMD

CCFLT_DIFFPR

T

T

TNRGWH_EFLDP

Supply Fan
SWSI Airfoil Plenum Fan, Direct Drive
Flow Rate Per Fan/Total - 3,000 cfm
Total static pressure - 2.40 in.w.c.
Internal static pressure - 0.80 in.w.c.
External static pressure - 0.50 in.w.c.
Static efficiency - 65%
Fan speed - 2,064 rpm
Bhp - 1.76
Hp - 4.0 ECM

DXCL_LAT

T

GFRN_FLUTMP

T CMP-1_DISTMP
Cur

CMP-1_CUR		
CMP-1_PRF
CMP-1_KW
CMP-1_KWH

Cur
CDF-1_CUR		
CDF-1_PRF
CDF-1_KW
CDF-1_KWH

T CMP-2_SUCTMP
T CMP-2_DISTMP

Cur
CMP-2_CUR		
CMP-2_PRF
CMP-2_KW
CMP-2_KWH

Cur
CDF-2_CUR		
CDF-2_PRF
CDF-2_KW
CDF-2_KWH

Cur
CCHTR_CUR		
CCHTR__KW
CCHTR__KWH

Cur

SF_S/S_CMD		
SF_PRF		
SF_SPD_CMD		
SF_SPD_FBK		
SF_CUR		
SF_KW		
SF_KWH		

LIQ

HG

Cur
GFRN_CUR		
GFRN_PRF
GFRN_KW
GFRN_KWH

CMP-1_SUCTMP

THGCL_HGTMP

Hot Gas Reclaim Reheat Coil
Refrigerant Side
Refrigerant - 410A
Air Side
Entering Air - 57.1/57.0°F tdb/twb
Leaving Air - 70.0/61.6°F tdb/twb
Btu/hr - 42,042
Pressure drop - 0.05 in.w.c.
AO

4-20
HGCL_MODCMD

AO
4-20

GFRN_MODCMD

EXFLT_DIFFPR

AO
4-20

DXCL_LAT_CMD

C
Dry

CMP_ALM

C
Dry

UNIT_STAT

R
Enable

CMP_ENA

C
Dry

FIRALM_SHTDN

FzFRZST

Note that all motors/drives are equipped with
hard wired manual reset overloads per the
requirements of the NEC

NRGWH_LSAT TUNIT_LAT

Sw
End EF_BDDPR_LMSW
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NRGWH_WHLDP

Enthalpy Wheel
Supply Side Performance
Summer - 86.0/66.0°F  tdb/twb to 78.4/63.4°F tdb/twb, 25,720 Btu/hr
Winter - 21.0/19.0°F  tdb/twb  to 53.7/41.0°F   tdb/twb, 120,932 Btu/hr
Exhaust Side Performance
Summer - 75.0/62.0°F  tdb/twb;  Total/Sensible Effectiveness = .67/.68
Winter - 70.0/50.0 °F  tdb/twb;  Total/Sensible Effectiveness = .67/.68

LIQ

SUC

Gas

Air

MERV 13 Filter
Clean/dirty pressure drops
Pre-filter - 0.49/?.?? in.w.c.
Final filter - .55/?.?? in.w.c.

Direct Expansion Cooling
Two stage, Variable speed lead compressor
Refrigerant Side
Refrigerant - 410A
Air Side
Entering Air - 80.0/67.0°F tdb/twb
Leaving Air - 57.1/57.0°F tdb/twb
Tons - Total/Sensible - 7.9/6.2
Pressure drop - 0.15 in.w.c.

NRGWH_SFLDP

EAD_OP/CL_CMD
MERV 8 Filter
Clean/dirty pressure
drops - .55/?.?? in.w.c.

Exhaust Fan
SWSI Airfoil Plenum Fan, Direct Drive
Flow Rate Per Fan/Total - 3,000 cfm
Total static pressure - 1.30 in.w.c.
Internal static pressure - 0.80 in.w.c.
External static pressure - 0.50 in.w.c.
Static efficiency - 59%
Fan speed - 1,782 rpm
Bhp - 1.05
Hp - 4.0 ECM

Indirect Gas Fired Heat
10:1 Turn Down
7 - 14 in.w.c. gas pressure
Air Side
Entering Air - 23.3°F
Leaving Air - 72.5°F
Mbh - 160
Pressure drop - 0..02 in.w.c.

Roof

Split System
AC-3

Security Equipment

Security/ScadaElectrical Room

Open Office 211

VRF IDU
2.1

Office224

VRF IDU
2.2

Office 223Office 222Office 221

Second Floor
Women's Restroom

Split System
AC-2

Server Room Conference

VRF IDU
2.5

Conference

VRF IDU
2.4B

VRF IDU
2.4A

Hallway 200, Breakout 212

VRF IDU
2.3

Men's Restroom ADA Restroom

NRGWH_LEAT

Dedicated Outdoor Air System DOAS-2
(Point name prefix = SPUSOC_BAR_DOAS2)

(includes moisture eliminator
and filter pressure drop)

Cur

EF_S/S_CMD		
EF_PRF		
EF_SPD_CMD		
EF_SPD_FBK		
EF_CUR		
EF_KW		
EF_KWH		

Cur

NRGWH_MST/STP		
NRGWH_PRF		
NRGWH_MSPD		
NRGWH_MSFBK
NRGWH_CUR		
NRGWH_KW		
NRGWH_KWH		

NRGWH_EEAT

Normally closed outdoor air
damper and normally open return
air damper served by a common
actuator.   The dampers are two
position and go to full outdoor air,
no return air when the unit runs.

NRGWH_LSAT

OA\RA_CMD

CCFLT_DIFFPR

T

T

TNRGWH_EFLDP

Supply Fan
SWSI Airfoil Plenum Fan, Direct Drive
Flow Rate Per Fan/Total - 3,000 cfm
Total static pressure - 2.40 in.w.c.
Internal static pressure - 0.80 in.w.c.
External static pressure - 0.50 in.w.c.
Static efficiency - 65%
Fan speed - 2,064 rpm
Bhp - 1.76
Hp - 4.0 ECM

DXCL_LAT

T

GFRN_FLUTMP

T CMP-1_DISTMP
Cur

CMP-1_CUR		
CMP-1_PRF
CMP-1_KW
CMP-1_KWH

Cur
CDF-1_CUR		
CDF-1_PRF
CDF-1_KW
CDF-1_KWH

T CMP-2_SUCTMP
T CMP-2_DISTMP

Cur
CMP-2_CUR		
CMP-2_PRF
CMP-2_KW
CMP-2_KWH

Cur
CDF-2_CUR		
CDF-2_PRF
CDF-2_KW
CDF-2_KWH

Cur
CCHTR_CUR		
CCHTR__KW
CCHTR__KWH

Cur

SF_S/S_CMD		
SF_PRF		
SF_SPD_CMD		
SF_SPD_FBK		
SF_CUR		
SF_KW		
SF_KWH		

LIQ

HG

First Floor

Cur
GFRN_CUR		
GFRN_PRF
GFRN_KW
GFRN_KWH

CMP-1_SUCTMP

THGCL_HGTMP

Hot Gas Reclaim Reheat Coil
Refrigerant Side
Refrigerant - 410A
Air Side
Entering Air - 57.1/57.0°F tdb/twb
Leaving Air - 70.0/61.6°F tdb/twb
Btu/hr - 42,042
Pressure drop - 0.05 in.w.c.
AO

4-20
HGCL_MODCMD

AO
4-20

GFRN_MODCMD

Unused

EXFLT_DIFFPR

AO
4-20

DXCL_LAT_CMD

C
Dry

CMP_ALM

C
Dry

UNIT_STAT

R
Enable

CMP_ENA

C
Dry

FIRALM_SHTDN

FzFRZST

Note that all motors/drives are equipped with
hard wired manual reset overloads per the
requirements of the NEC

F01_SUP_FLOW
T

Fl

UNIT_LAT
F02_SUP_FLOW

T

Fl

VRF IDU
1.15

130 CCTV Workroom 124 Breakout

VRF IDU
1.14

127 Recovery Room128 Restroom129 Janitor

Waste/Recycle 131

EF-5_S/S_CMD

EF-4 EF-04_CUR

EF-5

EF-04_KWEF-4_S/S_CMD EF-04_PRF EF-04_KWH

EF-05_KWEF-05_PRF EF-05_KWHEF-05_CUR

120, 121 Hallway

Split System
AC-4

126 Telecom Electrical

125 Telecom 123 Mechanical

Electric Unit
Heater EUH-1

110 Bike Storage
109 North
Vestibule

Electric
Unit

Heater
EUH-2

EUH-02_S/S_CMD

EUH-02-05_KW
EUH-02-05_PRF

EUH-02_KWH

EUH-02-05_CUR
EUH-01_S/S_CMD

EUH-01-05_KW
EUH-01-05_PRF

EUH-01_KWH

EUH-01-05_CUR
T

SP

EUH-01_RMT
EUH-01_SP_ADJ

T
SP

EUH-01_RMT
EUH-01_SPTMP_SP_ADJ

(EUH point name prefix = SPUSOC_BA1)(EUH point name prefix = SPUSOC_BA1)

See the VRF system diagram and
typical VRF Zone Type 1 for details of
the VRF unit and associated points

See the VRF system diagram and
typical VRF Zone Type 2 for details of
the VRF unit and associated points

See the VRF system diagram and
typical VRF Zone Type 2 for details of
the VRF unit and associated points

See the VRF system diagram and
typical VRF Zone Type 2 for details of
the VRF unit and associated points

See the VRF system diagram and
typical VRF Zone Type 2 for details of
the VRF unit and associated points

See the VRF system diagram and
typical VRF Zone Type 2 for details of
the VRF unit and associated points

See the VRF system diagram and
typical VRF Zone Type 3 for details of
the VRF unit and associated points

See the VRF system diagram and
typical VRF Zone Type 3 for details of
the VRF unit and associated points

See the VRF system diagram and
typical VRF Zone Type 3 for details of
the VRF unit and associated points

See the VRF system diagram and
typical VRF Zone Type 3 for details of
the VRF unit and associated points

See the AC system diagram for
details of the AC unit and its
associated ODU and associated points

See the VRF system diagram and
typical VRF Zone Type 5 for details of
the VRF unit and associated points

See the VRF system diagram and
typical VRF Zone Type 4 for details of
the VRF unit and associated points

See the AC system diagram for
details of the AC unit and its
associated ODU and associated points

See the VRF system diagram and
typical VRF Zone Type 6 for details of
the VRF unit and associated points

See the AC system diagram for
details of the AC unit and its
associated ODU and associated points

BSP-RM200

See the VRF system diagram and
typical VRF Zone Type 1 for details of
the VRF unit and associated points

RM211_OCCSW

RM120_OCCSW

NRGWH_LSAT TUNIT_LAT

Sw
End EF_BDDPR_LMSW
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NRGWH_WHLDP

Enthalpy Wheel
Supply Side Performance
Summer - 86.0/66.0°F  tdb/twb to 78.4/63.4°F tdb/twb, 25,720 Btu/hr
Winter - 21.0/19.0°F  tdb/twb  to 53.7/41.0°F   tdb/twb, 120,932 Btu/hr
Exhaust Side Performance
Summer - 75.0/62.0°F  tdb/twb;  Total/Sensible Effectiveness = .67/.68
Winter - 70.0/50.0 °F  tdb/twb;  Total/Sensible Effectiveness = .67/.68

LIQ

SUC

Gas

Air

MERV 13 Filter
Clean/dirty pressure drops
Pre-filter - 0.49/?.?? in.w.c.
Final filter - .55/?.?? in.w.c.

Direct Expansion Cooling
Two stage, Variable speed lead compressor
Refrigerant Side
Refrigerant - 410A
Air Side
Entering Air - 80.0/67.0°F tdb/twb
Leaving Air - 57.1/57.0°F tdb/twb
Tons - Total/Sensible - 7.9/6.2
Pressure drop - 0.15 in.w.c.

NRGWH_SFLDP

EAD_OP/CL_CMD
MERV 8 Filter
Clean/dirty pressure
drops - .55/?.?? in.w.c.

Exhaust Fan
SWSI Airfoil Plenum Fan, Direct Drive
Flow Rate Per Fan/Total - 3,000 cfm
Total static pressure - 1.30 in.w.c.
Internal static pressure - 0.80 in.w.c.
External static pressure - 0.50 in.w.c.
Static efficiency - 59%
Fan speed - 1,782 rpm
Bhp - 1.05
Hp - 4.0 ECM

Indirect Gas Fired Heat
10:1 Turn Down
7 - 14 in.w.c. gas pressure
Air Side
Entering Air - 23.3°F
Leaving Air - 72.5°F
Mbh - 160
Pressure drop - 0..02 in.w.c.

Women's Restroom

Split System
AC-2

Server Room Conference

VRF IDU
2.5

Conference

VRF IDU
2.4B

VRF IDU
2.4A

Hallway 200, Breakout 212

VRF IDU
2.3

Men's Restroom ADA Restroom

NRGWH_LEAT

Dedicated Outdoor Air System DOAS-2
(Point name prefix = SPUSOC_BAR_DOAS2)

(includes moisture eliminator
and filter pressure drop)

Cur

EF_S/S_CMD		
EF_PRF		
EF_SPD_CMD		
EF_SPD_FBK		
EF_CUR		
EF_KW		
EF_KWH		

Cur

NRGWH_MST/STP		
NRGWH_PRF		
NRGWH_MSPD		
NRGWH_MSFBK
NRGWH_CUR		
NRGWH_KW		
NRGWH_KWH		

NRGWH_EEAT

Normally closed outdoor air
damper and normally open return
air damper served by a common
actuator.   The dampers are two
position and go to full outdoor air,
no return air when the unit runs.

NRGWH_LSAT

OA\RA_CMD

CCFLT_DIFFPR

T

T

TNRGWH_EFLDP

Supply Fan
SWSI Airfoil Plenum Fan, Direct Drive
Flow Rate Per Fan/Total - 3,000 cfm
Total static pressure - 2.40 in.w.c.
Internal static pressure - 0.80 in.w.c.
External static pressure - 0.50 in.w.c.
Static efficiency - 65%
Fan speed - 2,064 rpm
Bhp - 1.76
Hp - 4.0 ECM

DXCL_LAT

T

GFRN_FLUTMP

T CMP-1_DISTMP
Cur

CMP-1_CUR		
CMP-1_PRF
CMP-1_KW
CMP-1_KWH

Cur
CDF-1_CUR		
CDF-1_PRF
CDF-1_KW
CDF-1_KWH

T CMP-2_SUCTMP
T CMP-2_DISTMP

Cur
CMP-2_CUR		
CMP-2_PRF
CMP-2_KW
CMP-2_KWH

Cur
CDF-2_CUR		
CDF-2_PRF
CDF-2_KW
CDF-2_KWH

Cur
CCHTR_CUR		
CCHTR__KW
CCHTR__KWH

Cur

SF_S/S_CMD		
SF_PRF		
SF_SPD_CMD		
SF_SPD_FBK		
SF_CUR		
SF_KW		
SF_KWH		

LIQ

HG

Cur
GFRN_CUR		
GFRN_PRF
GFRN_KW
GFRN_KWH

CMP-1_SUCTMP

THGCL_HGTMP

Hot Gas Reclaim Reheat Coil
Refrigerant Side
Refrigerant - 410A
Air Side
Entering Air - 57.1/57.0°F tdb/twb
Leaving Air - 70.0/61.6°F tdb/twb
Btu/hr - 42,042
Pressure drop - 0.05 in.w.c.
AO

4-20
HGCL_MODCMD

AO
4-20

GFRN_MODCMD

EXFLT_DIFFPR

AO
4-20

DXCL_LAT_CMD

C
Dry

CMP_ALM

C
Dry

UNIT_STAT

R
Enable

CMP_ENA

C
Dry

FIRALM_SHTDN

FzFRZST

Note that all motors/drives are equipped with
hard wired manual reset overloads per the
requirements of the NEC

UNIT_LAT
F02_SUP_FLOW

T

Fl

See the VRF system diagram and
typical VRF Zone Type 1 for details of
the VRF unit and associated points

See the VRF system diagram and
typical VRF Zone Type 5 for details of
the VRF unit and associated points

See the VRF system diagram and
typical VRF Zone Type 4 for details of
the VRF unit and associated points

See the AC system diagram for
details of the AC unit and its
associated ODU and associated points
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Roof

Split System
AC-3

Security Equipment

Security/ScadaElectrical Room

Open Office 211

VRF IDU
2.1

Office224

VRF IDU
2.2

Office 223Office 222Office 221

Second Floor

See the VRF system diagram and
typical VRF Zone Type 3 for details of
the VRF unit and associated points

See the VRF system diagram and
typical VRF Zone Type 3 for details of
the VRF unit and associated points

See the VRF system diagram and
typical VRF Zone Type 3 for details of
the VRF unit and associated points

See the VRF system diagram and
typical VRF Zone Type 3 for details of
the VRF unit and associated points

See the AC system diagram for
details of the AC unit and its
associated ODU and associated points

See the VRF system diagram and
typical VRF Zone Type 1 for details of
the VRF unit and associated points

RM211_OCCSW

124 Breakout120, 121 Hallway

Split System
AC-4

126 Telecom Electrical

125 Telecom 123 Mechanical

Electric Unit
Heater EUH-1

110 Bike Storage
109 North
Vestibule

Electric
Unit

Heater
EUH-2
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DOAS 1 Narrative
Sequence Part 1

Dedicated Outdoor Air System 1, 2, and 4

Sequence of Operation

Overview

Dedicated Outdoor Air Handling Systems (DOAS) 1, 2, and 4 are
very similar systems.   For this operating sequence, DOAS 2 will be
described in detail.  The tables and notes in the system diagram can
be used to correlate the details described here with the other
systems (VRF IDU Zones, split systems serving server rooms, etc.).

The DOAS 2 system consists of the following items of equipment.

1. A 100% outdoor air packaged rooftop unit with the following
components:

a. Outdoor air intake, moisture separator and MERV8 filters.

b. An energy recovery wheel.

c. A two-position outdoor air/return air damper that is normally
open to the return air path and normally closed to the outdoor
air path.

d. A MERV 13 filter bank downstream of the energy wheel but
ahead of the cooling coil and other downstream equipment.

e. A direct expansion cooling coil served by one variable speed
and one fixed speed scroll compressor.

f. An airfoil plenum fan.

g. A modulating capacity refrigerant hot gas fired reheat coil.

h. A gas fired furnace with 10:1 turn-down capability

i. A MERV8 filter bank in the exhaust air connection.

j. A variable speed plenum type exhaust fan with a motorized
isolation damper on the discharge.

2. Multiple zones served by Variable Flow Refrigeration Indoor
Units (VRF IDUs) including:

a. Zone type 1 - Single zone concealed fan coil unit; VRF IDU-2.1,
VRF IDU-2.3

b. Zone type 2 - Multiple zone concealed fan coil unit; VRF
IDU-1.14

c. Zone type 3 - Multiple zone Variable Air Volume (VAV)
concealed fan coil unit; VRF IDU 2.2

d. Zone type 4 - Single zone ceiling cassette fan coil unit

e. Zone type 5 - Single zone with multiple ceiling cassette fan coil
units; VRF IDU 2.14A, VRF IDU-2.14B

f. Zone type 6 - Single zone wall mounted fan coil unit; VRF
IDU-1.15

3. Four zones served by split system type air conditioning units.

a. Elevator Machine room 122 served by AC-1.

b. Server room 254 served by AC-2.

c. Security/SCADA room served by AC-3.

d. Telecom Electrical room served by AC-4.

4. Multiple zones with no other HVAC service other than that
provided by the DOAS.

5. Two zones with stand-alone electric unit heaters.

a. Mechanical room 123 served by EUH-1.

b. North Vestibule 109 served by EUH-2.

6. Two zones with dedicated, direct to the outdoors exhaust fan.

a. EF-5 serving the CCTV workroom.

b. EF-4 serving the Waste and Recycling area.

In the general case, the design intent for the DOAS systems is to
provide neutral or near neutral air to the zones served for
ventilation purposes.  To minimize the energy impact of this
requirement, the units have been provided with energy recovery
wheels which will capture approximately 60-70% of the sensible and

latent energy available in the exhaust air stream and return it to
the supply air stream.

But, since the DOAS units are 100% outdoor air units, there will
also be operating scenarios where DOAS 2 can leverage the free
cooling potential of the outdoor air to reduce the net load on the
VRF system.

And, there will be times when DOAS 2 will need to cool air to a dew
point temperature consistent with the requirements for the zones
served by the VRF units.   Normally, in this situation, suppling
neutral air will involve a reheat process.  To mitigate the energy
impact of this operating mode, the unit has been equipped with a
hot gas fired reheat coil which will capture the heat rejected by
the cooling process to reheat the air back up to near neutral
temperatures.

Finally, there will be times with the ambient conditions in the
Seattle environment are such that the outdoor air is already at a
neutral state relative to the indoor design targets.   During these
conditions, the energy wheel process might work against the
over-all energy consumption of the facility.  As a result, the energy
wheel will be disabled under these conditions.

Cost of Heat

The combination of the VRF and DOAS systems provide several
options for producing heat all of which have a different cost
associated with them under the current utility rate structure that
exists in Seattle.  The costs presented below assume:

1. Electricity costs $0.0800 per kWh

2. Gas costs $0.8000 per therm

3. Basis of design equipment performing at the levels documented in
the manufacturer's literature.

Internal Gains

For most large buildings, the internal gains associated with the heat
generated by occupants, equipment, and lights will provide heat to
the space.  Solar gains due to sunlight entering the space through
windows or skylights can also add heat to the space.

In general terms, this heat is free;

1. For the occupants, the reason that the HVAC process is being
provided is for their benefit; to keep the building clean, safe,
productive and comfortable.  The heat they produce in occupying
the space is simply a by-product of the intended function of the
space.

2. For the solar gains, they represent energy from a source
considered renewable.

3. For the equipment and lighting gains, the electricity behind the
gains was procured to procure the energy to provide the benefit
(lights or the functionality of a machine) and the heat is a
by-product of that investment.

Balanced VRF System Operation

One of the benefits of a VRF system like the City-Multi system is
that it can transfer the heat it is removing via a cooling process to
provide heat in zones that require a heating process.  In the
vernacular of the VRF systems, this is termed a “balanced” system
and when the condition exists, it is not necessary to route
refrigerant through the coil in the OutDoor Unit (ODU) and run the
ODU fan.

For the equipment selected for this facility, it is likely that it would
cost $0.42 to $0.45 to provide 100,000 Btu of heat (one therm of
heat) when operating in this manner.

Air Source Heat Pump Operation

Another benefit of the City-Multi VRF system is that it can
extract heat from the outdoor air by operating as a heat pump.  For
the equipment selected for this facility, it is likely that it would
cost $0.35 to $0.42 to provide 100,000 Btu of heat (one therm of
heat) when operating in this manner. The range of variation is
associated with the ambient outdoor temperature with the lower
cost being associate with outdoor temperatures approaching the
Seattle winter design outdoor conditions and the higher cost being
associated with outdoor temperatures approaching the winter

design space conditions.

DOAS Gas Furnace

DOAS 2 is provided with a gas furnace with a nominal efficiency of
80%.   At the current utility rate for gas, using the gas furnace to
provide a therm of heat would cost $1.00.

Hot Gas Reclaim

DOAS 2 is provided with a hot gas reclaim coil that allows the heat
rejected by the compressors to be used for reheat purposes.  This
cycle will only be used for situations where the ambient dewpoint
temperatures require dehumidification of the outdoor air stream to
make “neutral air” (“neutral air” is defined in the next section).
Since the compressors are being operated to lower the dew point of
the ventilation air, this heat source is essentially “free” since if the
heat was not used for reheat, it would need to be rejected by
airflow from the fan on the ODU moving air over the coil in the
ODU.

In fact, using the heat for reheat saves some energy because the
ODU fan will not operate as much, all things being equal, and the
condensing temperature will be in the range of the indoor ambient
conditions, which can be lower than the outdoor ambient conditions
when this cycle might be required.

Contrasting the Options for Providing Heat

Figure 1 contrasts the costs associated with various options for
providing a therm of heat in the current Seattle rate structure.
As can be seen from Figure 1,  there is virtually no condition under
which using natural gas to provide heat for the SPU DWW SOC
facility will save costs.   So technically, it will currently be cheaper
to allow the indoor VRF systems to pick up the ventilation load
rather than running the gas furnace in DOAS 2 if the situation is
considered purely from a cost standpoint.

However, there are a number of other things to consider.

1. There are limitations on the ability of the diffusers associated
with DOAS 2 to distribute air colder than the space in a manner
that does not compromise occupant comfort.

In other words, there is a point where cold air from the DOAS
system would create uncomfortable drafts for the occupants in
the winter and thus, the performance capabilities of the
ventilation air diffusers become a limiting factor regarding how
low the DOAS leaving air temperature can be allowed to go
before using the gas furnace to temper the air.

2. The indoor VRF indoor units were not selected to accommodate
the design day ventilation load.

In other words, the VRF indoor units will have capacity in
excess of the current requirements that exist most of the
time.  And this capacity could be used to pick up the ventilation
heating load in a more cost effective manner than using the gas
furnace in the DOAS unit under those conditions. To
accomplish this, the DOAS would simply deliver the ventilation
air with out tempering it with the gas furnace.

However, at some point, the full heating capacity of the VRF
indoor units will be required to offset the space losses in the
winter, meaning that there is no reserve to handle the
additional load imposed by the ventilation air.    As a result,
under those conditions, the DOAS system will need to pick up
the ventilation air load, which is its intended purpose and the
basis of its design.

The DOAS 2 leaving air temperature control sequence has been
designed with these contingencies in mind, including provisions to
for the operators to assess and adjust the various set points in the
system based on actual operating experience and the current rate
structure for utilities in the City of Seattle.  The initial settings
are based on the project design parameters and will likely need to
be modified during the commissioning process, both initially and
ongoing.

It is important to note that the relative costs for heat are highly
sensitive to the cost of gas and electricity.  For instance, the
picture would be different if the gas and electric rates in Seattle
were similar to those that currently exist in California as can be
seen in Figure 2.

As a result, the set points in the current DOAS 2 control sequence
are based on the current utility rate structure in Seattle.  But, the
sequence has been designed to include utilities that allow the
operating team to assess the appropriate set points considering the
current utility rates and make adjustments as necessary.

Psychrometric Plots

Psychrometric plots are used through-out this sequence to
illustrate it.   The outdoor conditions are taken from climate data in
the Seattle Boeing Field TMY3 file and the indoor conditions are
based on the Owner's Project Requirements (OPR).   The specific
outdoor conditions selected for a given plot have been selected to
illustrate a point and are not necessarily related to other plots
illustrating different points.

In addition, the process plots on all of the psychrometric charts
are approximate and represent a specific point in time and a
specific condition.  In reality, the, the indoor and outdoor
conditions are always in  a state of flux and one of the goals of the
control sequence is to manage that.

In particular, for the plots at winter conditions, given that there is
no active humidification process in the facility, the operation of the
energy recovery wheel will tend to humidify the spaces served by
the system a bit and shift the indoor points on the plot upward over
time.

The same will be true in the winter for variations in outdoor
conditions that increase the ambient dew point.

Figure 2

Figure 1
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DOAS 1 Narrative
Sequence Part 2

Neutral Air

In the general case, a system delivering “neutral air” is delivering
air to a zone that requires no heating, cooling, humidification, or
dehumidification to match the zone conditions.   Frequently,
ventilation systems like the DOAS units for the SPU DWW SOC
project are set up to deliver neutral air so that any loads
associated with treating the ventilation air are addressed by the
units and the air delivered to the zones has no impact on the
terminal equipment serving the zone, which is selected to handle
only the zone loads.

Given the design goal to delivering neutral air and the need to
control the various heat transfer elements in the DOAS unit to
some measurable parameter, it was necessary to develop a technical
definition of neutral air in the context of the project.  This section
documents how that definition was derived, and the metrics
identified became set points for the various control processes
associated with the DOAS systems.

Indoor Design Targets

The Owners Project Requirements (OPR) identify the following
indoor design targets for the areas served by the DOAS systems.

· Indoor Relative Humidity - Uncontrolled.

· Office and Administration Support Areas - 75°F+/-2°F Summer,
70°F+/-2°F Winter (5°F dead band).

· Lunch, Break Rooms, Main Lobby, ERC - 75°F+/-2°F Summer,
70°F+/-2°F Winter (5°F dead band).

· Locker Rooms - 75°F+/-2°F Summer, 70°F+/-2°F Winter (5°F
dead band).

· Corridors/Public Open Spaces - 75°F+/-2°F Summer, 70°F+/-2°F
Winter (5°F dead band).

· Source/FOG Dispatch/Training Rooms - 75°F+/-2°F Summer,
70°F+/-2°F Winter (5°F dead band).

· Source/FOG Storage Rooms - Uncooled Summer, 60°F+/-2°F
Winter (5°F dead band)

· CCTV Workshop - 75°F+/-2°F Summer, 70°F+/-2°F Winter (5°F
dead band).

· Entrance Vestibules - Uncooled Summer, 65°F+/-2°F Winter

· Computer Server Rooms - 75°F to 78°F (3°F dead band), 20% to
60% RH

· MDF and IDF Telecomm. Rooms - 75°F to 78°F (3°F dead band),
20% to 60% RH

· Mechanical Rooms - 85°F max Summer, 60°F min. Winter (25°F
dead band)

· Electrical Rooms - 85°F max Summer, 60°F min. Winter (25°F

dead band)

· General Interior Storage Areas - Uncooled Summer, 65°F
minimum Winter

· Elevator Machine Rooms - 80°F max Summer, 60°F min. Winter
(20°F dead band)

Indoor Temperature and Humidity Design Window

Since the DOAS 2 serves areas with multiple design requirements,
to some extent, the operation of the system becomes constrained
by the most stringent requirements.  In this case, those
requirements become 75°F+/-2°F Summer, 70°F+/-2°F Winter.  If
you plot these windows on a psychrometric chart, the appear as
indicated in Figure 3.

The bands extend completely across the chart in the vertical
direction because the OPR does not require any direct control of
the indoor relative humidity other than in a few specialized areas
like server rooms, MDF rooms and IDF rooms.

However, the actual moisture levels seen in the facility will likely be
constrained by atmospheric moisture content on the low end and
atmospheric moisture content and the Apparatus Dew Points (ADP;
roughly, the leaving air temperature of the cooling coil) of the VRF
systems on the high end.

If you plot the cooling and heating process for a typical VRF IDU on
the psych chart for the design day, the result will be like what is
shown for Figure 4.

The assumptions behind the plots of the heating and cooling cycle
are:

c. The baseline moisture level in the building is created by the
moisture content of the atmosphere on the design day. In
other words, if the building was empty and no equipment was
operating, the dew point and specific humidity inside would be
the same as the dew point and specific humidity outside.

d. The latent gain in the space is what would result from a
sensible heat ratio of .85 in the summer and .95 in the winter.

e. The coil leaving conditions and ADP were reverse engineered
from the previous assumptions and the scheduled capacity of
the typical VRF unit.

As a result, it can be concluded that:

a. In the summer, even though active humidity control is not
specified or required by the OPR, the nature of the cooling
process in the VRF indoor units along with the latent gains in
the space will tend to set an upper dewpoint limit.

b. In the winter, the latent load will tend to humidify the space
above the background level set by the ambient outdoor
environment and the introduction of outdoor air from the
DOAS will tend to dehumidify the space.

As a result, the actual design target for most of the interior
spaces will fall into the yellow cross-hatched window on the psych
chart in Figure 5.

Figure 6 compar1es this window with the ASHRAE comfort
envelopes.
In a real-world scenario, the climate extremes will tend to shift the
upper boundary of the box to a higher dew point and the lower
boundary to a lower dew point, as illustrated in Figure 7.  But for
developing the control sequence, the set points and processes were
based on the design day conditions, which have their roots in the
OPR requirements.  The sequences provide the ability to fine tune
all the parameters as needed to adapt to real time conditions

General DOAS System Operating Strategy

The sequence of operation that follows is based on the following
conclusions drawn from the preceding analysis.  It also assumes
that if the outdoor conditions are above the heating set point, then
none of the VRF zones will require heating.

For the purposes of this sequence, humidity ratio is given in grains
of moisture per pound of dry air.   To convert to pounds of moisture
per pound of dry air, divide the humidity ratio in grains per pound
by 7,000 since there are 7,000 grains per pound.

There are five different operating modes for DOAS 2.  These
different modes are illustrated in Figure 8 and are as follows:

Mode 1 - Energy Wheel Off; DOAS System Only Moves Air

When the outdoor conditions are:

a. Specific humidity less than or equal to 78.5
grainsWater/lbDryAir (adjustable), which is the upper
humidity limit of the neutral air zone, and

b. Dry bulb temperature greater than or equal to 68°F
(adjustable), which is the lower temperature limit of the
neutral air zone, and

c. Dry bulb temperature less than or equal to 77°F (adjustable),
which is the upper temperature limit of the neutral air zone,

then the air is at neutral air conditions in the context of the
project design parameters as described above under

Neutral Air, and all the DOAS unit needs to do is move air through
the space.  The operation of the DOAS unit's energy wheel, Direct
eXpansion cooling (Dx) system, heat reclaim system, and gas
furnace will not be required under these conditions and those
components are locked out.

This area is shown by the orange diagonal hatch in Figure 8 (which
overlays the neutral air condition; i.e. the yellow diagonal hatch
area).   There are approximately 684 hours per year at this
condition based on the Seattle Boeing Field Typical Meteorological
Year 3 (TMY3) data set.

Mode 2 - DOAS Unit Provides Outdoor Air Cooling and/or

VRF Units Pick Up the Ventilation Air Heating Load

This mode is used when the outdoor conditions are:

a. Specific humidity less than or equal to 78.5
grainsWater/lbDryAir (adjustable), which is the upper
humidity limit of the neutral air zone, and

b. Dry bulb temperatures below 68°F (adjustable), which is the
lower temperature limit of the neutral air zone, and

DOAS-1 Sequence of Operation (Continued from MI.8.01-01)

Figure 3 Figure 4 Figure 5 Figure 8

Figure 7

Figure 6
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DOAS 1 Narrative
Sequence Part 3

a. Dry bulb temperature above the Mode 3 trigger temperature,
which is the enable temperature for the energy wheel and the
set point for controlling its speed.

The Mode 3 trigger temperature is reset using a trim and respond
strategy that targets keeping the VRF system in balance and/or
allowing the VRF system to pick up some of the ventilation air
heating load using its heat pump process rather than by burning gas
in the DOAS furnace.  For the purposes of this sequence of
operation, 58°F is used to allow the sequence to be described.

This area is shown by the green diagonal hatch in Figure 8.  There
are approximately 1,757 hours per year at these conditions based
on the Seattle Boeing Field Typical Meteorological Year 3 (TMY3)
data set.

This is a transition zone that expands the neural air window and
delays the use of heat by the DOAS system in an effort to keep
the VRF system in balance (which will generally be the VRF
system's lowest energy state) and/or minimize the cost of heating
the ventilation air.

In theory, once you enter this mode, the DOAS unit would need to
provide some heat to deliver the neutral air associated with its
design intent.   But given the mix of interior and perimeter zones in
the system, it is possible that cooler than neutral air would be a
benefit up to a point in terms of keeping the VRF system in balance.

And, up to a point related to the current gas and electric rates, it
could be less expensive to allow the indoor units to pick up the
ventilation air heating load via their heat pump process rather than
using the gas furnace in the DOAS unit, as discussed above under
Cost of Heat.

There is no active discharge temperature control process for the
DOAS system in this operating mode and the system continues to
simply move air with the energy wheel, gas furnace, Dx cooling and
heat reclaim coils deactivated.   The discharge temperature is
simply allowed to follow the outdoor air temperature downward until
an arbitrary, manually adjusted set point is reached, which triggers
the operation of the DOAS gas furnace.

The trigger condition has been initially set at 58°F, which is the
same set point as is used for the dehumidification cycle.  This was
an arbitrary design decision made to provide a starting point and
the setting should be adjusted as needed during the startup and
commissioning process (both initial and on-going).

The items that should be considered when adjusting the set point
include:

a. The cost of using the VRF indoor units to heat the ventilation
air via a heat pump process vs. the cost of using the gas
furnace in the DOAS system for the same purpose.

Given the current rate structure, as illustrated in Figure 1, the
cost will always be lowest if the VRF IDUs are used.   But items 2
and 3 below will likely come into play at some point and over-ride
a pure cost based decision.

b. The capacity available in the VRF indoor units at other than
design conditions, which could be applied to heat the
ventilation air.

On less than design conditions days, the VRF IDUs will have
capacity in excess of that required by the space heating
requirements and this capacity could be used to pick up the
ventilation air load.   If everything is working properly, then
looking at the deviation from set point for the zones that are in
heating will be a good indicator for this contingency.

In other words, if there is reserve capacity available, then the
VRF IDUs in heating should be able to maintain set point.  If they
can not maintain set point, and there is not another issue like an
open window or a failure in the unit, then it is likely that the cool,
less than neutral ventilation air being delivered in this mode is
more than the VRF IDU can deal with and the DOAS gas furnace
trigger set point should be raised slightly.

c. The ability of the ventilation air diffusers to distribute air
that is below the space temperature without drafts.

With the initial DOAS gas furnace enable set point of 58°F, this

will likely not be an issue.  But if the enable set point is lowered,
then diffuser performance could become an issue.  If occupants
complain of drafts on cold days, then one of the things to
consider doing is raising the DOAS gas furnace enable set point
upward towards the neutral air temperature low limit.

d. The balance point for the zones served by the DOAS system;
i.e. the point where the heat rejected by the zones in cooling
equals the heat required by the zones in heating.

One of the points monitored on the VRF ODUs is the ODU fan
discharge temperature.   The fan power and compressor power
are also monitored to provide proof of operation and energy
consumption data for LEED M&V.

Taken together, these points provide a reasonable indication of
the operating mode of the ODU.

a. If the fan is off and the compressor is running, then the
system is likely in balance.

b. If the fan is running and there is a temperature rise across
the ODU, then there is likely a net cooling load on the system
requiring that heat be rejected.

c. If the fan is running and there is a temperature drop across
the ODU, then there is likely a net heating load on the system
requiring that the ODU recover heat form the ambient air.

The paragraphs that follow provide additional detail regarding why
this operating mode is provided.  The VRF IDU and ODU Sequences
of Operation will also provide additional insight.

Balancing Internal Cooling Loads with Perimeter Heating Loads

The only difference between this operating mode and Mode 1 is
that in theory, when outdoor conditions are in the range associated
with this mode, the DOAS system would need to provide some heat
to deliver the neutral air targeted by the design intent.

And, for the perimeter zones, as temperatures drop into this range,
it becomes likely that there will be a point where the losses
through the envelope exceed the gains in the zone and the
perimeter zones will require space heating in addition not heat for
their ventilation air.  However, the system also serves internal
zones and it is likely that many of these zones will continue to
require cooling when they are occupied and/or the equipment in
them is operating.

One of the benefits of a VRF system like the Mitsubishi City-Multi
system that is the basis of design for this facility is that it can
take the heat that is being rejected from the zones that require
cooling and use it to provide heat for the perimeter zones when
heating is required there.   The system will be in its minimum energy
state when the heat rejected by the zones needing cooling exactly
balances the heat required by the zones needing heat.

Balanced VRF Operation

When the VRF system is in balance, the refrigerant flowing in the
system does double duty by first acquiring heat via evaporated in
the coils of the zones that need cooling.  This same refrigerant is
then moved by the compressor to the coils in the zones that need
heating where it condenses and gives up the heat.

Since the loads are in balance, no heat needs to be rejected at the
outdoor unit and as a result the outdoor unit's fan does not run and
no refrigerant circulates through the outdoor unit coil, meaning the
mass flow rate is at a minimum relative to other operating modes.

VRF Net Cooling Load

If the zones in cooling are rejecting more heat than is needed by
the zones in heating then the system needs to circulate more
refrigerant to handle the cooling load and some of that refrigerant
needs to pass through the coil on the outdoor unit to reject the
heat that is not required by the building.

Rejecting heat at the outdoor unit requires that the outdoor unit
fan operates and generates an airside temperature rise across the
coil/at the discharge of the fan relative to the ambient air.  The
operation of the outdoor unit fan and the increased refrigeration
circulation rate result in a tendency to use more energy compared
to the balance condition.

VRF Net Heating Mode

A similar transition happens when the heat required by the zones in
a heating cycle exceeds the heat being rejected by the zones in a
cooling cycle.  But in this case, the compressor needs to move
refrigerant through the outdoor unit coil to recover heat from the
ambient environment instead of rejecting heat to it.

This requires the outdoor unit fan to operate but this time, there
will be a temperature drop across the coil/at the discharge of the
fan relative to the ambient air.  The operation of the outdoor unit
fan and the increased refrigeration circulation rate again result in a
tendency to use more energy compared to the balance condition.

Mode 3 - DOAS Energy Wheel and Gas Furnace Operation

This mode is used when the outdoor dry bulb temperature below
58°F (adjustable);  this is the enable temperature for the energy
wheel and the set point for controlling its speed as discussed above
under Mode 2 - DOAS Unit Provides Outdoor Air Cooling and/or
VRF Units Pick Up the Ventilation Air Heating Load.

This area is shown by the red diagonal hatch in Figure 8.  There are
approximately 6,134 hours per year at this condition based on the
Seattle Boeing Field Typical Meteorological Year 3 (TMY3) data
set.

The operation of the DOAS unit's Dx cooling system, and heat
reclaim system will not be required under these conditions and
those components are locked out.

But, the energy recovery wheel is allowed to operate and controlled
in sequence with the DOAS gas furnace as described subsequently.

Mode 4 - DOAS Dx Cooling Operation

This mode is used when the outdoor conditions are:

a. Specific humidity less than or equal to 78.5
grainsWater/lbDryAir (adjustable), which is the upper
humidity limit of the neutral air zone, and

b. Dry bulb temperatures above 77°F (adjustable), which is the
upper temperature limit of the neutral air zone.

This area is shown by the light blue diagonal hatch in Figure 8.
There are approximately 130 hours per year at this condition based
on the Seattle Boeing Field Typical Meteorological Year 3 (TMY3)
data set.

The operation of the DOAS unit's gas furnace, and heat reclaim
system will not be required under these conditions and those
components are locked out.

But, the energy recovery wheel is allowed to operate and controlled
in sequence with the DOAS Dx cooling system as described
subsequently.

Mode 5 - DOAS Dehumidification Cycle

This mode is used when the outdoor air specific humidity is greater
than 78.5 grainsWater/lbDryAir (adjustable), which is the upper
humidity limit of the neutral air zone.

This area is shown by the dark blue diagonal hatch in Figure 8.
There are approximately 55 hours per year at this condition based
on the Seattle Boeing Field Typical Meteorological Year 3 (TMY3)
data set.

The operation of the DOAS unit's gas furnace will not be required
under these conditions and that components is locked out.

But, the energy recovery wheel is allowed to operate and controlled
in sequence with the DOAS Dx cooling system.  And the hot gas
heat reclaim reheat process is also allowed to operate.  The details
of both of these control processes are described subsequently.

Discharge Temperature Control

For operating modes 1 and 2, DOAS 2 simply moves air through the
building and the energy recovery wheel, gas furnace, Dx cooling and
heat reclaim functions are disabled.  For operating modes 3, 4, and
5, the discharge temperature is managed as described in the
paragraphs that follow.

Mode 3 Discharge Temperature Control

The Dx cooling system and hot gas heat reclaim system are disabled
in this operating mode and the energy wheel and gas furnace are
operated in sequence to maintain the discharge temperature with
the energy recovery wheel providing the initial method for
maintaining the required set point and the gas furnace coming on
and supplementing the energy recovery wheel when the wheel
reaches full speed and can no longer meet the set point.

Energy Wheel Effectiveness and Anticipated Performance

Note that the relationship between energy wheel effectiveness and
rotational speed is not linear as illustrated in Figure 9.
For instance, to reduce the wheel capacity by 10%, the wheel speed
needs to be reduced by 60% (i.e. reducing the capacity 10%
requires that the wheel operates at 40% of its full speed).
This non-linearity has the potential to make a Proportional,
Proportional plus Integral, or Proportional plus Integral plus
Derivative control loop (P only, PI, or PID) challenging to tune.  For
this reason, a floating control algorithm shall be used to control the
energy wheel rotational speed.

Because there is a minimum speed associated with operating the
wheel's motor, the wheel does not have infinite turn-down
capability and when started at 58°F, the basis of design wheel is
anticipated to produce air in the range of 60-61°F as illustrated in
Figure 10.  Note that because the fan is between the wheel and the
discharge of the unit, fan heat and motor efficiency losses will also
influence this temperature somewhat.

DOAS-1 Sequence of Operation (Continued from MI.8.01-02)

Figure 10

Figure 9
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DOAS 1 Narrative
Sequence Part 4

Generally speaking the leaving condition from an energy wheel will
like on a line connecting the exhaust condition with the outdoor
condition.  The position on the line will be proportional to the
effectiveness of the wheel.  The chart in this figure illustrates the
anticipated performance of the basis of design energy wheel at
maximum and minimum speed if it is started when the outdoor air
temperature is 58°F and the exhaust temperature is approximately
equal to the average space temperature.

In addition, if the basis of design wheel performs as anticipated,
then it should be able to condition the outdoor air to 58°F for
outdoor air conditions above approximately 34°F, as illustrated in
Figure 11.

Energy Wheel Discharge Temperature Control Floating Control

Algorithm

The floating control algorithm used to control the energy wheel
speed shall be based on the following metrics:

· A target DOAS unit leaving air temperature equal to the energy
wheel enable set point (initially 58°F).

· An allowable tolerance on either side of the window; initially
+/1°F (adjustable).  As long as the process variable is inside this
window, the control process output will not be changed.

· A sampling frequency; initially 2 minutes (adjustable).  This
determines how often the algorithm compares the control
variable to the target window to see if an adjustment needs to be
made.

· A step change value; initially 4 hz (adjustable); this is how much
the control algorithm will change the its output if it determines
that the process variable is outside the target window.

Specifically, when the outdoor air temperature drops below 58°F
(adjustable), the energy recovery wheel is started with the output
of the floating control algorithm set to the value associated with
the wheel's minimum operating speed requirement.  In addition the
algorithm shall be enabled and shall start comparing the process
variable to the set point and tolerance window around it once every
two minutes (the adjustable sampling frequency listed above).

Initially, as can be seen from Figure 10, this will produce a
temperature in the range of 60-61°F.  This is above the window
created by the 58°F target temperature and the +1°F tolerance
above the target temperature.   But since the wheel is at minimum
speed, no further reduction in temperature can be achieved with
out cycling the wheel back off.

As the outdoor temperature drops, the DOAS unit leaving air
temperature will also drop in direct relationship to the change in
outdoor temperature.   The wheel speed will continue to remain at
minimum speed until the outdoor air temperature has dropped to
approximately 54-55°F, which, with the wheel at minimum speed,

will produce a leaving air temperature in the range of 56.5 - 57.5°F
due to the energy recovered by the wheel at minimum speed and
the contribution of fan heat and motor efficiency losses.  This
entire time, the floating control algorithm continues to compare the
process variable to the setpoint and related target window.

The first time the control algorithm detects that the process
variable is outside of the target window (58°F +/-1°F = 57 to 59°F),
it increases the wheel speed by 2 hz (the adjustable step change
valve listed above).  The reason it increases the wheel speed instead
of decreasing it is that the actual temperature is lower than the
target and increasing the wheel speed will increase its
effectiveness which will transfer more energy and raise the leaving
air temperature.

After making the change, the algorithm waits for 2 more minutes
and compares the process variable to the setpoint and tolerance
window again.

· If the process variable is now back inside the tolerance window,
the algorithm makes no additional changes and them samples
again in 2 minutes.

· If the process variable is still below the tolerance window, the
algorithm raises the wheel speed another 2 hz and then samples
again in 2 minutes.

· If the process variable is above the tolerance window, the
algorithm lowers the wheel speed by 2 hz and then samples again
in 2 minutes.

Once initiated, this process continues:

a. Until the wheel reaches full speed which triggers the operation
of the gas furnace in DOAS 2, or

b. Until the wheel reaches minimum speed and the leaving air
temperature continues to rise, which triggers the shutdown of
the process.

DOAS 2 Gas Furnace Operation

If the energy wheel reaches full speed the DOAS 2 leaving air
temperature continues to drop for 30 minutes or more (adjustable),
then the DOAS 2 gas furnace shall be enabled and commanded to
the minimum firing rate.  Note that this time delay should be longer
than the time it takes the wheel to recover the set point when the
gas furnace is disabled at the end of a cycle as described under
Mode 3 Shut Down.

For the basis of design equipment, the turn-down ratio for the gas
furnace is 10:1 and operating it at the minimum firing rate should
result in a discharge temperature rise of approximately 5°F, as
illustrated in Error! Reference source not found..

Since the energy wheel is being controlled to maintain a 58°F
leaving air temperature (adjustable) the 5°F temperature rise
imposed by the minimum fire command to the gas furnace will cause

it to back down towards minimum speed again, as illustrated in
Figure 13.

At this point, the wheel will be recovering approximately 86% of its
rated capacity assuming it is performing at the level specified by
the basis of design requirement.  Thus, it is desirable to fully load
the wheel before allowing the gas furnace to assume any additional
load beyond what it his handling at low fire.

To accomplish this, the control sequence shall continue to hold the
as furnace at low fire and use the floating control algorithm to
manage the wheel speed, increasing the wheel speed if the DOAS
leaving air temperature drops away from set point and decreasing
wheel speed if the DOAS leaving air temperature rises above set
point in the manner described previously.

If the DOAS energy wheel once again reaches maximum speed and
remains at that condition for 10 minutes or more (adjustable), then
the control sequence shall use a PI control loop to modulate the gas
furnaces as required to maintain discharge set point with the wheel
operating at full speed.

Specifically, the DOAS leaving air temperature sensor that is used
by the energy wheel floating control process also provides an input
to a PI loop.   The set point of the control loop is equal to the set
point for the energy wheel control loop minus 1°F (adjustable).  The
output of the PI loop provides an input to the DOAS 2 gas furnace
control package to modulate the burner as required to maintain set
point.

As the leaving air temperature tends to deviate below set point, the
output of the loop increases to command the DOAS 2 gas furnace
firing rate up from low fire.   As the leaving air temperature tends
to deviate above set point, the output of the control loop decreases
to command the DOAS 2 gas furnace firing rate down towards low
fire.

Given that the gas furnace in the basis of design equipment is rated
for full redundancy with regard to the energy wheel (i.e. it is rated
to provide the full heating capacity with out the operation of the
energy wheel), then as long as the energy wheel is operational and
at or near its rated effectiveness, it is unlikely that the gas
furnace will ever need to do anything but operate at low fire.
Projections based on the basis of design equipment metrics indicate
that on an extreme day in Seattle, the wheel will need to operate at
66% effectiveness/70% speed to deliver 58°F air as illustrated in
Figure 14.

Note that this is with-in 1% of the wheels rated effectiveness but
the flat shape of the speed vs. capacity curve for the wheel (Figure
9) means that the wheel speed will be reduced 30% to achieve the
1% reduction in capacity.

Operating Conditions That Would Cause the Gas Furnace to Fire

Above Low Fire

Even though the analysis behind this operating sequence indicates

that the gas furnace in DOAS 2 will seldom if ever operate above
low fire, there are number of conditions that could drive the gas
furnace above low fire during warmer weather.

a. Degradation in performance of the energy wheel;  thus if the
operating team observes a trend showing the gas furnace firing
at higher rates, one of the things to check would be the
condition of items that impact the wheel effectiveness such as
cleanliness, the condition of the seals, and the purge air
settings.

b. Failure of the energy wheel;  if this were to happen the basis
of design gas furnace has the capacity to maintain a leaving air
temperature of 72°F on the design day.

c. Elevating the mode three trigger temperature; the parameters
to be considered when adjusting this set point are discussed
above under Mode 2 - DOAS Unit Provides Outdoor Air Cooling
and/or VRF Units Pick Up the Ventilation Air Heating Load.

d. An extreme day with a temperature outside of the data in the
TMY3 file that was used for the bin plot on the psych chart in
Figure 14.  The ASHRAE climate data base indicates that
there is a 6.4°F standard deviation around the 18.8°F annual
extreme day.

e. Higher or lower average space temperatures;   the energy
wheel effectiveness is a function of the difference between
the exhaust air temperature and the outdoor temperature.
The analysis associated with this operating sequence was based
on an average space temperature of 70°F.  If the actual
average space temperature/exhaust temperature entering the
energy wheel is different from this, then the effectiveness of
the wheel at a given operating condition will shift slightly.

Mode 3 Shut Down

As the outdoor temperature rises, the load on the system will drop,
reversing the process described in the preceding section.  Initially,
the gas furnace will modulate towards low fire (assuming it ever
modulated above low fire) while the energy wheel remains at full
speed.

But a point will be reached (an outdoor temperature of
approximately 18-20°F based on the basis of design metrics) where,
with the gas furnace at low fire, the full capacity of the energy
wheel is not required.  At this point, the floating control algorithm
controlling the energy wheel speed shall begin to reduce the energy
wheel speed as described above under Energy Wheel Discharge
Temperature Control Floating Control Algorithm.

DOAS-1 Sequence of Operation (Continued from MI.8.01-03)

Figure 11 Figure 12 Figure 13 Figure 14
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DOAS 1 Narrative
Sequence Part 5

If the outdoor air temperature continues to rise, eventually, at
approximately 49°F outdoors based on the basis of design metrics,
the system will reach a condition where the wheel is at minimum
speed with the gas furnace at low fire while maintaining the desired
set point (58°F initially) as illustrated in Figure 15.

At this point, any increase in outdoor air temperature will cause the
leaving air temperature to rise since both the energy recovery
wheel and the gas furnace are at their minimum capacity.   If the
energy wheel has been at minimum speed for 10 minutes or more
(adjustable) and the leaving air temperature rises above set point
by 1°F (adjustable), the gas furnace shall be commanded off.

When this happens, the discharge temperature will drop as shown in
Figure 16 because the energy provided by the gas furnace has been
eliminated.
But since the wheel is not at maximum speed, the floating control
algorithm will cause it to speed up as needed to recapture the set
point as shown in Figure 17.
Assuming the basis of design performance metrics, the wheel will
be operating at approximately 45% speed when it achieves the set
point.  With the initial floating control algorithm settings (4 hz
speed change increments and 2 minute sampling time), it will take
approximately 11 minutes for this to happen.

For some of that time period, the discharge temperature will be
running below the temperature that would trigger a gas furnace
start.  Thus, to avoid short cycling, it is important that the time
delay associated with triggering the gas furnace operation when
temperature drops below set point be longer than this recovery
time, otherwise the gas furnace will short cycle.  This time delay is
called out under DOAS 2 Gas Furnace Operation.

As the outdoor air temperature continues to rise, reducing the
ventilation load, the floating control algorithm will continue to
reduce the wheel speed as needed to maintain set point until it
reaches minimum speed.   If the wheel remains at minimum speed
for 30 minutes or more (adjustable) is shut down, terminating the
Mode 3 heating cycle.

Packaged Gas Furnace Controls

The DOAS 2 gas furnace is managed by a packaged control system
that sequences the pilot and main gas valve, the combustion air fan
and other components required to operate the gas furnace based on
a set point command from the Siemens control system.

The packaged control system includes a number of safety interlocks
including:

· Flame sensor

· Air pressure switch

· Two roll-out switches

· Two high limit switches

Anti-short Cycling Control

As noted previously, providing 100% redundancy in the gas furnace
means that even at low fire, significant capacity is generated.
Without suitable dead bands and time delays, the furnace will short
cycle which creates wear and wastes energy due to an excessive
number of purge cycles.  This is addressed by this control sequence
by the time delay required to trigger the start-up of the gas
furnace as discussed previously under DOAS 2 Gas Furnace
Operation and Mode 3 Shut Down.

Mode 4 Discharge Temperature Control

In this operating mode, the energy wheel and Dx cooling are
operated in sequence to maintain the discharge temperature with
the energy recovery wheel providing the initial method for
maintaining the required set point and the Dx cooling coming on and
supplementing the energy recovery wheel if needed.

Packaged Dx System Controls

Text

Anti-short Cycling Control

Text

Mode 5 Discharge Temperature Control

In this operating mode, the energy wheel and Dx cooling are
operated in sequence to maintain a cooling coil discharge
temperature for dew point control.  The hot gas heat reclaim coil is
modulated independently to maintain a neutral discharge air
temperature.  The energy recovery wheel provides the first stage
of cooling with the Dx cooling supplementing it as needed to reach
the targeted cooling coil leaving air temperature.

Packaged Gas Furnace Controls

Text

Anti-short Cycling Control

Text

Supply Flow Control

DOAS 2 is equipped with a variable speed supply fan to allow it to
maintain the design outdoor air flow rate irrespective of varying
pressure drops in the system created by the filters loading.  When
the DOAS unit is commanded on:

a. The two-position outdoor air/return air damper assembly is
commanded to the 100% outdoor air/0% return air position.

b. The supply fan flow control process is enabled and the supply
fan is started at minimum speed.

Two supply flow sensors are provided, one measuring the flow to
the first floor zones and the other measuring flow to the second
floor zones.  These two flow rates are totaled and used as an input
to a PI control loop that modulates the supply fan speed from

minimum to maximum as needed to maintain the design flow rate of
2,685 cfm (adjustable).  As the flow rate deviates below set point,
the supply fan speed increases.  As the flow rate deviates above
set point, the supply fan speed drops.

When the DOAS unit is commanded off:

a. The supply fan speed shall be set to 0% and the control
process shall be shut down to avoid wind-up.

b. The two-position outdoor air/return air damper assembly is
commanded to the 0% outdoor air/100% return air position.

Coordinate with the DOAS vendor to determine the minimum
allowable motor speed and set this speed in the motor controller so
that the limit will be in effect irrespective of whether the control
signal is sent by the control process or by the manual over-ride on
the analog output card.

Set the acceleration and deceleration times for the motor
controller to the minimum values to minimize the lags in the control
process.

Provide a start-up ramp programmed to limit the acceleration of
the fan to 1 hz per second (adjustable).  The ramp shall remain in
effect until the supply flow is with-in 10% of set point (adjustable)
after which it shall drop out of the control process.

All set points and gains for the PI loop shall be accessible for
operator adjustment by an operator with the correct log-in
credentials.

Building Pressure Control

DOAS 2 is equipped with a variable speed exhaust fan which is
controlled based on building static pressure in Hallway 200.  When
the DOAS unit is commanded on:

a. The two-position backdraft damper is commanded fully open.

b. When the damper actuator limit switch senses that the damper
is 90% open (adjustable), a hard wired interlock allows the
exhaust fan to start at minimum speed and the building
pressure control process is enabled.

The building static pressure in Hallway 200 is used as an input to a
PI control loop that modulates the exhaust fan speed from minimum
to maximum as needed to maintain the building at a positive 0.05
in.w.c. relative to atmosphere (adjustable).  As the static pressure
deviates below set point, the exhaust fan speed decreases.  As the
static pressure deviates above set point, the exhaust fan speed
increases.

When the unit shuts down, the exhaust fan speed shall be set to
0% and the control process shall be shut down to avoid wind-up.

Coordinate with the DOAS vendor to determine the minimum
allowable motor speed and set this speed in the motor controller so
that the limit will be in effect irrespective of whether the control
signal is sent by the control process or by the manual over-ride on

the analog output card.

Set the acceleration and deceleration times for the motor
controller to the minimum values to minimize the lags in the control
process.

All set points and gains for the PI loop shall be accessible for
operator adjustment by an operator with the correct log-in
credentials.

Damper Leakage Alarm

DOAS 2 is a packaged solution designed to be able to provide a
number of different operating sequences.  For this project, it is
being applied as a 100% outdoor air system.  But this same package
can be applied as an economizer equipped heat recovery unit.

For a 100% outdoor air application, technically, the unit only
requires an outdoor air damper that would function as a two position
device and close to isolate the unit from the outdoors when the
system was off line.   The return/exhaust air stream would never
need to mix with the outdoor air stream.

But for an economizer application, by the nature of an economizer
cycle, it is necessary to be able to mix the return air with supply
air.  Thus, a modulating damper is required in both the outdoor air
stream and the return air stream.

Because the packaged solution needs to be able to perform both
functions, it includes a return air damper, even though it is not
needed for a 100% outdoor air application.  The damper is served by
a common actuator and linkage system arranged to close the return
air damper as the outdoor air damper opens.

The intent of the packaged unit design is that for a 100% outdoor
air application, any time the outdoor air damper is opened, the
return damper will be fully closed.   In theory, this approach should
deliver identical results to a system that had no connection between
the return/exhaust air stream.

But field experience has shown that it is not at all uncommon for
the linkage systems for dampers in this arrangement to go out of
adjustment and/or for damper seals to fail.  When this happens,
the return air leakage can easily be 10 - 15% or more of the total
rated flow in the system.

When that happens, the operation of DOAS 2 will be compromised
in a number of important areas.

a. The unit will no longer be a 100% outdoor air unit and as a
result, the areas served will be under-ventilated.

b. Cross-contamination between the exhaust stream and supply
stream will occur, further degrading ventilation effectiveness.

c. While energy will still be recovered via the direct mixing of
the exhaust air stream with the return air stream, the process
will not be controlled;  energy will be recovered even if you do
not want to recover it.

d. The effectiveness of the energy wheel itself will be reduced.

To provide a method for detecting this type of failure,
temperature sensors have been provided immediately down stream
of the energy wheel on the supply side, which is upstream of the
outdoor air/exhaust air damper.   A second sensor has been
provided immediately upstream from the Dx cooling coil, which is
downstream of the outdoor air/exhaust air damper.

Relative calibration has been specified for these sensors to
guarantee that they will read the same temperature under identical
conditions.  As a result, if there is little or no damper leakage, then
the two sensors will indicate the same temperature.   But, if the
exhaust dampers start to leak to the supply side of the system,
then it will show up as a temperature difference between the two
sensors.

DOAS-1 Sequence of Operation (Continued from MI.8.01-04)

Figure 15 Figure 16 Figure 17
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DOAS 1 Narrative
Sequence Part 6

The control system shall monitor the two sensors and calculate the
temperature difference between them.  If the temperature
difference exceeds 1°F (adjustable), then an alarm message will be
generated indicating that the potential for exhaust air damper
leakage exists.

Note that the temperature difference produced by leakage is
sensitive to the difference between outdoor air and exhaust air
temperatures.  In other words, when the outdoor air temperature is
close to the exhaust air temperature, detecting a leak is much
harder because even a big leak will not produce a large temperature
change.  Figure 18 provides guidance regarding the temperature
differential setting to be used for the alarm.

Note that it is also possible for air to leak from the supply side to
the exhaust air stream if the flow rates and pressure drops are
such that the exhaust side of the DOAS unit is more negative than
the supply side of the unit at the point where the exhaust damper
connects to the supply damper.  For this to happen with a building
that was being controlled to be slightly positive, the pressure drop
from the space through the return/exhaust system and the
exhaust filters would have to be greater than the pressure drop
through the outdoor air intake, moisture eliminators, energy wheel
supply side prefilter and the energy wheel itself, which is unlikely.

In addition, if this were to happen, the consequences in terms of
indoor air quality are less significant than they are on the supply
side.   Thus, in an effort to manage cost, a redundant sensor was
not provided since regular inspections can be used to manage it.

But as part of the training, the operating team should be advised of
this potential issue and the need to periodically verify the relative
calibration of the two sensors on the supply side to ensure that the
alarm strategy will detect leakage if it happens.

Start-Stop Control

The VRF IDUs associated with DOAS 2 shall operate on a schedule
that resides in the Siemens system as described in the VRF IDU
sequence for each VRF zone type.

The scheduling program shall use an optimized start strategy that
continuously adjusts the start time based on the outdoor conditions
and the buildings response patterns as required to have the areas
served by the system at the desired set point 15 minutes prior to
the occupancy time (adjustable).
During the warm-up or cool-down cycle, only the VRF IDUs shall
operate and DOAS 2 shall not start until 15 minutes (adjustable)
prior to the scheduled occupancy time.

Supplemental DOAS Outdoor Air Cooling during Cooldown

Cycle

If, during a cool-down cycle, all the VRF IDUs associated with
DOAS 2 are in cooling mode and have been in cooling mode for 5
minutes ore more (adjustable) and the outdoor air temperature is
5°F cooler than the average indoor temperature for the VRF IDUs
served by the system (adjustable) then the DOAS system shall
start to provide supplemental free cooling for the VRF zones.

When in this operating mode:

· The supply fan shall run per its normal occupied control sequence.

· The exhaust fan shall run per its normal occupied control
sequence.

· The energy wheel shall be off.

· The direct expansion cooling and associated hot gas heat reclaim
shall be off

· The gas fired heat shall be off.

DOAS 2 shall continue to provide supplemental free cooling for the
cool-down cycle until either:

a. The average indoor temperature for the VRF IDUs served by
the system drops to the current outdoor temperature or less
for 1 minute or more (adjustable), or

b. The occupied time is less than 15 minutes away (adjustable), or

c. The occupied time is reached.

In the first case, DOAS 2 shall shut down again and not restart
until the normal occupied time.

In the second case, DOAS 2 shall remain in the supplemental
outdoor air cooling mode until the occupied time is reached at which
time it shall revert to its normal occupied operating cycle for the
conditions that exist at the time.

In the third case, DOAS 2 shall revert to its normal occupied
operating cycle for the conditions that exist at the time.

Dedicated Exhaust Fans EF-4 and EF-5 Interlocks

DOAS 2 provides the make up air for exhaust fans EF-4 and EF-5.
Thus, EF-4 and EF-5 shall be interlocked to operate when DOAS 2
operates and shut down when DOAS 2 shuts down.

Specifically, EF-4 and 5 are provided with normally closed, 2
position back draft dampers with end switches that transition from
closed to open when the damper shafts have rotated 80° towards
open.   When the end switches close, they complete the
control/power circuit to the exhaust fan and the exhaust fan
starts.

De-energizing the damper actuator causes them to spring return
closed and when the normally open-end switch opens back up, the
exhaust fan control/power circuit is opened, and the exhaust fan
shuts down.

Safety Interlocks

A hardwired freezestat sensing the temperature of the air leaving
the unit shall shut down and lock out the DOAS supply fan if the
discharge temperature leaving the unit drops below its set point
(38°F, adjustable).  Manual reset shall be required to resume normal
operation.

A software based courtesy fire alarm shut down shall stop the
DOAS supply fan anytime the fire alarm system goes into alarm.

A hard wired interlock from an auxiliary contact on the supply fan
motor controller shuts down the exhaust fan motor any time the
supply fan motor shuts down.

Software based interlocks shut down associated exhaust fans EF-4
and EF-5 any time the DOAS supply fan is shut down as described
above.

Motor Current Monitoring

Current transformers monitor the following motor currents and
provide several functions.

· DOAS supply fan current

· DOAS exhaust fan current

· DOAS energy wheel current

· DOAS compressor current (one CT for each compressor)

· DOAS ODU fan current

· DOAS gas furnace fan current

Proof of Operation Function

When the motor current rises above a threshold that indicates the
motors are running (adjustable; set during the start-up and
commissioning process), a virtual proof of operation point is turned
on.   When the motor current drops below the threshold minus a
differential, the virtual proof of operation point is turned off.

When the motor current is above the threshold, the control system
accumulates run time for use in energy consumption metering and
for maintenance purposes.

Fan and Energy Wheel Failure Alarms

For the fans and energy wheel, alarms are generated based on the
status of the start command and the proof of operation point.

a. If a motor is commanded on and the proof of operation point
does not show that it is running with-in 2 minutes (adjustable)
then a failure to start alarm is generated.

b. If a motor is commanded off and the proof of operation point
still shows it is running after 2 minutes (adjustable), then a

failure to shut down alarm is generated.

Dx Cooling and Gas Furnace Failure Alarms

For the Dx cooling and gas furnace control systems, which are
packaged systems that are provided from the DOAS factory,
alarms are generated based on the status of the enable command
and the proof of operation point.

Specifically, if a the packaged control system is disabled and the
proof of operation point associated with any of the motors
associated with indicates they still are running after 10 minutes
(adjustable), then a failure to disable alarm is generated.

Virtual Power Meters

For all motors, motor current is used to create a virtual power
meter.  The energy meter data is accumulated for LEED M&V
purposes.  See the Metering Point List and Sequence of Operation
for more information.

Energy Wheel Effectiveness Calculation

The performance of the energy wheel is critical to the over-all
efficiency of the DOAS 2 system.  ASHRAE defines energy wheel
effectiveness as indicated in Equation 1.

This is not the same as energy wheel efficiency which considers the
parasitic loads required to make the wheel work as illustrated in
Equation 2.

Energy wheel effectiveness can be viewed in the context of total
energy transfer using the enthalpy change across the wheel as
illustrated in Equation 1.  But it can also be expressed in terms of
sensible effectiveness using sensible temperature in place of the
enthalpy terms in Equation 3.  Similarly, it can be expressed in
latent energy terms by using humidity ratio in place of the enthalpy
terms in Equation 1.

It is also reasonable to assume that:

· The design effectiveness of an energy wheel likely represents
the effectiveness it will produce under most operating conditions
+/- 10%, and

· Changes in sensible effectiveness will be representative of
changes in latent and total effectiveness.

As a result, calculating the effectiveness of the wheel using
temperature will provide a proxy for the operating effectiveness
and its persistence over time as long as the temperature sensors
used in the calculaltion are calibrated relative to each other.

To address this, all of the temperature sensors associated with the
energy wheel shall be calibrated relative to the supply side leaving
air temperature sensor as indicated on the point list.  And the
control system shall calculate real time effectiveness using the
relationship illustrated in Equation 3.

DOAS-1 Sequence of Operation (Continued from MI.8.01-06)

Figure 18
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DOAS 1 Narrative
Sequence Part 7

Operating Cost Assessment Tool

Include a graphic in the system that allows the operators to enter
the current utility rates and equipment operating characteristics
that then provides a graph comparing the cost of providing 100,000
Btus of heat via the different options available in the facility,
similar to Figure 1.

VRF System Operating Cost

The data used to create the VRF ODU operating cost in the graph
is included as Table 1 and is based on the published ratings for a
Mitsubishi P288TSLMU outdoor unit, which is the basis of design
for ODU-1.  The variables input for the ODU include:

· Rated Capacity

· Rated Power

· Cost of Electricity

· Percent of rated power at different outdoor temperatures with
an indoor temperature of 75°F

· Percent of rated power at different outdoor temperatures with
an indoor temperature of 59°F

The data shall be updated to reflect the ODU provided on the
project and then used to generate the baseline cost graphic.

Gas Furnace Operating Cost

The operator inputs for this calculation shall be:

· Current cost for gas; initial setting = $0.8000 per therm.

· Gas furnace efficiency; initial setting = 80%.   This value can be
set to the manufacturers rated level of performance or can be
adjusted based on a field test.

Equation 4 illustrates the calculation.

Electric Resistance Heat Operating Cost

The operator input for this calculation shall be the current blended
electric rate.  The blended electric rate is the total annual cost
divided by the total annual consumption.  The initial setting shall be

$0.0800 per kWh.

If the rate structure shifts to a schedule that has a different rate
for the heating season relative to the cooling season, then the
blended rate for the heating season should be used; i.e. the heating
season cost divided by the heating system consumption.

Equation 5 illustrates the calculation that shall be provided.

Note that the basis of design DOAS systems do not have electric
resistance heat so this number is provided for a frame of
reference to compare the cost of producing heat with the DOAS
systems vs. the cost of the heat provided by the electric unit
heaters.

DOAS-1 Sequence of Operation (Continued from MI.8.01-06)

VRF System ODU Performance Metrics - Basis of Design Unit

Equation 4

Equation 5
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